
Today Gematria Club exposes the occultism & true purpose of the United Nations. An 

organization not for the peace & prosperity of the people, as it purports, but for the will of the 

Ruling Class & the fulfillment of their New World Order. In numerology the #9 represents 

fulfillment / completion & the 9th UN Secretary-General is about to come to power, making this 

the optimal moment in time to reveal the coding of Global Governmental Gematria.

UNITED NATIONS =57. Establishment =57. Humankind =570. Moon =57, like former UN 

Secretary-General BAN KI-MOON =232. UN Security Council =232. Planetary Security =232. Military 

Police State =232. Boss =232. Satan =232. Lucifer =323. Commander-In-Chief =323. 



Ban Ki-Moon will soon be replaced by Portugal’s long-time leader, António Manuel de Oliveira 

Guterres. United Nations Secretary-General =134. Antonio =34 born on 30/4. Globalist =34, the 

9th prime number and Guterres is the 9th Secretary-General – selected via occult numerology, as 

per the tradition of the UN & the Powers That Be behind it. 

Guterres =113. He was appointed on 10/13. Earthlings =113. Human Beings =113. And indeed the 

Secretary-General is a symbolic representative of all Earthlings / Human Beings.

 11x3 =33. Guterres will assume office 3 months 30 days before his 68th birthday (The UN 

=68). Guterres is the former Prime Minister of Portugal and was appointed 3 months 3 

days after Portugal won the Euro Cup. 

The 33-section grid of the UN flag & the 33-degrees of Freemasonry corresponding to the 33-

verterbrae in the human spine and the month of the UN’s founding, October =33. 

 The 33rd prime is 137. World State =137. Authority =137. Divide =731. The League of Nations 

dissolved exactly 1370 weeks after its first meeting.

And how curious that the 33-sector target of the UN logo is the exact model of the Flat Earth...

World Government =2111. Mason =211. Lisbon =211. UN Secretary-General =211, the 47th prime 

number. Seven =47. Before we examine the meaning of the “magic number 7”, as IMF Director 

Christine Lagarde discussed in a speech on occult numerology, a brief authoritarian interlude:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QYmViPTndxw


Guterres’ political career began in ’74. Masonic =74. Occult =74. League of Nations =74. Global 

Government =74. Flat Earth Theory =74. New World Order =174. Secret Societies =174. 



Secretary-General =77. The Powers That Be =77. Power =77. Globalist 

Takeover =77. Judaism =77. Shadow Government =77.  As G is the 7th letter we 

can now better understand the name choice behind the G7, as well as the 

other UN offshoot, the Group of 77, or G-77 -- code for 777. 

 History Made =777. The Aquarius Age =777. Order Out Of Chaos =777, the motto of the 

33rd-degree of Freemasonry. 

 Brexit happened 7 years 7 months 7 weeks 7 days after the Dow Jones fell 777 points in 

the last major market crash & when Donald Trump is inaugurated he will be the 

numerologically optimal age of 70 years 7 months 7 days old.

Moon was born 71 weeks 1 day before the UN was established and he assumed office on 1/1/7. 

Central Intelligence Agency =117. The UN Headquarters’ zip-code is appropriately 10017 and the 

new Secretary-General will take office on 1/1/17. Seven-Seven-Seven =1170.

 7+7+7 =21. UN =210. International Banking =210. U =21. N =14. Bilderberg =214. 

The UN Headquarters is located at 42nd Street in NYC =42. There were 42 founding members of 

the League of Nations, which dissolved on 4/20. Earth Is Flat =420. The United Nations was 

founded on 10/24. Imperialism =124. The Flat Earth =124. Not saying it is or it isn’t, but the code 

is of note considering the reality of the United Nations’ numerological operations, as deciphered.



Indeed the Gematria tributes encoded into every dimension of the UN illuminates the true purpose 

of its intent – a global government of the Elite, by the Elite, & for the Elite. The Freemasonic 

numerology embedded into all facets of its existence, the pattern of which continues with the 

appointment of Antonio Guterres, amounts to the fingerprint proof of those pulling the strings 

behind the scenes. As ever, hidden in plain sight for those with eyes to see. 


